Abstract

Performance appraisal is as old as business itself. Various methods and techniques are in use for the purpose. Bell shaped curve has been widely followed for a long time but has been criticised and even discontinued in a few organisations. Bell curve should continue in spite of criticisms.
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1. Introduction

Assessing performance of employee and rewarding or reprimanding is old as business itself. Performance appraisal and its management are essential part of running a business.

Over a period of time HR experts have evolved various methods and techniques for assessing and managing performance of employees. Among the various techniques, Bell Curve (BC) has been highly popular and universally followed technique.

Bell curve operates under the assumption that the employee performance level conforms to a normal statistical distribution. Generally, it is assumed employee ratings conform to a BC, for instance, the following distribution might be assumed to exist – excellent 10 per cent, good 20 per cent, average 40 per cent, below average 20 per cent and unsatisfactory 10 per cent. (Refer Figure 1).

Figure 1: Forced Distributions on a Bell Curve

Bell curve is called forced distribution method as the raters are compelled to fix ratee in one of the four silos.

Off late, BC has been in the news, has been criticised and many top notch organisations have discontinued the technique. Prominent among them are Microsoft, GE and Infosys.

In view of the developments circling around BC, we decided to have a small and quick survey to know the real status of the method. We chose 32 HR executives based in and around Bangalore, structured questionnaires were sent to the sample HR executives. The views expressed by them have been analysed and presented in Table 1 and Figure 2. The analysis revealed the following conclusions.
From the Figure 2 and Table 1, it is evident that

- 75 per cent of HR professionals still prefer BC in spite of the fact that a lot of criticism has been levelled against this method.
- Contrary to popular perception, BC method has the potential of identifying future leaders, 75 per cent of HR professionals have surveyed expressed so.
- It is equally surprising that BC method has potential benefit of avoiding leniency effect.
- It has also been pointed that the BC is simple and straight method. This is the opinion express by 62 per cent of respondents.
- 79 per cent respondents felt that performance conforms to a very nearest distribution curve in BC appraisal.
- It has been expressed by majority (67 per cent) of the respondents that BC has the potential to derail an organisation however well employees have been hired and howsoever the company is performing.
Majority of (83 per cent) the respondents opined that BC allows error of central tendency to affect employee morale and motivation.

Interestingly, 50 per cent of the respondents felt that effect of immediacy is lost as the BC appraisal is done once in a year.

Almost all the respondents feel lack of frequent feedback makes it difficult for employees to correct or improve their performance.

Surprisingly, 63 per cent of respondents don’t feel that BC kills innovation, helps encourage bureaucracy and political culture.

It has been understood that BC fails to assess team performance.

It has also been noted out that the appraisal in BC takes place once in a year when they sit for assessment. And 67 per cent of respondents feel they would have forgotten what all he or she did in the whole year.

Contrary to the popular perception, BC is not dead, it is alive and can be gainfully used to appraise and manage performance of employees.

**It’s not that bell curve is without faults.**

- The major weakness of the BC method lies in the assumption that employee performance levels always conform to a normal (or some other) distribution.
- The error of central tendency might also take place, as the rater resists placing an employee in the lowest possible or in the highest group. Complications also arise for the rater to explain to the ratee why he or she has been placed in a particular group.

**Too Rigid:** Using BC model for performance appraisal may be considered a rigid approach for rating employees.

**Loss of Morale:** Employees tend to get demotivated and demoralised. Possible exits may be a reality.

**Not suitable for small companies:** The BC is not appropriate to be used in small companies were the number of employees is less than 300. It may give incorrect results.

2. **Conclusion**

After eliciting opinions of sample HR executives, we are of the opinion that BC can have renewed relevance and application.
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